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Dundee is in an ideal location to visit Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen,
Perth and the Highlands making it the superb base for numerous types of
short breaks and holidays.
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Article Body:
Dundee is in an ideal location to visit Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Perth and the Highlands
Dundee is also a shopper’s paradise, where major department stores co-exist with specialist sh
Places of interest:

Within walking distance of Dundee city centre are Captain Scott´s Ship ˆThe Discovery˜ and Dis
Sensation Science Centre is a Science Centre with a difference. It takes the mechanics of the
McManus Galleries is a remarkable Gothic building housing one of Scotland’s most impressive co
Verdant Works takes you on a historical tour of the jute trade. The story of jute and the stor
Discovery Point is the home of Captain Scott’s famous Royal Research Ship Discovery.
Things to do:

Give yourself plenty of time to absorb romantic castles and stunning formal gardens; experienc
Glamis Castle is the family home of the Earls of Strathmore and Kinghorne and has been a royal
Arbroath Abbey hosted the most significant event in Scottish history. On 6 April 1320 the Scot
Barry Mill is an early 19th-century working mill. Here you can enjoy the sights and sounds of
Angus Folk Museum is one of Scotland’s finest folk museums and it is where to find out about l
Scone place breathes history like nowhere else in Scotland. It is the home of the Earls of Man
Dundee shopping is where visitors can enjoy state-of-the-art shopping at the glass fronted Ove
Food & Drink:

Dundee has a variety of eateries, restaurants and pubs that will suit all tastes and budgets.
The Italian on Commercial Street is where the chefs are Italian and their passion for fresh, q
Bon Appétit provides traditional and modern French cuisine in a classic brasserie atmosphere i
Het Theatercafe is located in the Dundee Repertory Theatre is the perfect place to relax with
Hotels & Accommodation:

Dundee offers a fully comprehensive range of quality accommodation from traditional family run
Longforgan Coaching Inn
Craigtay Hotel
Panmure Hotel
Swallow Dundee Hotel
Shaftesbury Hotel
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Apex City Quay Hotel & Spa
Dundee East Premier Travel Inn
Dundee North Premier Travel Inn
Entertainment

Dundee has all the entertainment facilities you come to expect from a modern city. Theatre, Co
Dundee Repertory Theatre is based at the heart of the city’s cultural quarter It is a unique o
Dundee’s Whitehall Theatre puts a huge mix of shows and talent under the spotlight. It is Dund
Cineworld is a multi-screen cinema located at the Camperdown Leisure Park and shows the latest

Dundee and the surrounding area is the ideal place to see the history of Scotland at close qua
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